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**ACTION TAKEN (NARA USE ONLY)**

---

**RECORDS OF THE OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL**


See attached.
TAILHOOK 91
Records Disposition Schedule

These records were created or accumulated by the Office of the Inspector General, Department of Defense (DoD-IG) during its inquiry into events relating to the 35th Annual Symposium of the Tailhook Association (Tailhook 91) held at the Las Vegas Hilton Hotel from September 5 to September 7, 1991. Two reports were eventually created as a result of this investigation.

I. Tailhook 91 Part 1, Review of the Navy Investigations

These records were created or accumulated by DoD-IG during its review of the investigative actions of senior Navy Officials, the Naval Investigative Service (NIS), and the Naval Inspector General (Naval IG) regarding Tailhook 91. Records include copies of NIS reports, investigative working papers from several sources, correspondence with Navy officials, newspaper clippings, photographs and memorandums.

a. Cassette tapes.

DISPOSITION: Permanent. Maintain on site for ten years or until end of litigation, whichever is later. Following this action, transfer to the National Archives.

b. All other records.

DISPOSITION: Permanent. Maintain on site for ten years or until end of litigation, whichever is later. Following this action, transfer to the National Archives.

II. Tailhook 91 Part 2

These records were created or accumulated by the DoD-IG during its investigation into events that occurred at Tailhook 91 between September 5 and 7, 1991. This investigation culminated in a report of investigation to the Secretary of Defense and the referral of a number of officers to the Acting Secretary of the Navy. The report produced as a result of this investigation provides information on the status of the investigation as of January 31, 1993.

A. Administrative Records

1. Policy and Procedural Records

DISPOSITION: Permanent. Maintain on site for ten years or until end of litigation whichever is later. Following this action, transfer to the National Archives.
2. Preliminary Screening Records

DISPOSITION: Maintain on site for ten years or until end of litigation, whichever is later. Following this action, retire to WNRC. Destroy in 2023.

3. Subpoena Case Files
   a. Copies of Subpoenas issued

DISPOSITION: Permanent. Maintain on site for ten years or until end of litigation, whichever is later. Following this action, transfer to the National Archives.

   b. Exhibits and evidence obtained by Subpoena.

DISPOSITION: Permanent. Maintain on site for ten years or until end of litigation, whichever is later. Following this action, transfer to the National Archives.

4. Investigative Support Files. (Includes polygraph and consensual monitoring files.)

DISPOSITION: Maintain on site for ten years or until end of litigation, whichever is later. Following this action, retire to WNRC. Destroy in 2023.

B. Interview Files

1. Individual Interview Jackets including Polaroid "Mug Shots" of Persons Interviewed

DISPOSITION: Permanent. Maintain on site for ten years or until end of litigation, whichever is later. Following this action, transfer to the National Archives.

2. Cassette Tapes and Transcripts of Selected Interviews
   a. Cassette Tapes

DISPOSITION: Permanent. Maintain on site for ten years or until end of litigation, whichever is later. Following this action, transfer to the National Archives.

   b. Transcripts of Selected Interviews

Followup interviews of individuals selected as having more pertinent information pertaining to the incidents.

DISPOSITION: Permanent. Maintain on site for ten years or until end of litigation, whichever is later. Following this action, transfer to the National Archives.
C. Background Files and Related Records Used to Create the Tailhook II Report

1. Background Files

DISPOSITION: Permanent. Maintain on site for ten years or until end of litigation, whichever is later. Following this action, transfer to the National Archives.

2. Exhibits, including evidence obtained, posters, photographs provided, and photographic lineups compiled.

DISPOSITION: Permanent. Maintain on site for ten years or until end of litigation, whichever is later. Following this action, transfer to the National Archives.

D. Record Copy of Final Report

DISPOSITION: Permanent. Maintain on site for ten years or until end of litigation, whichever is later. Following this action, transfer to the National Archives.

E. Recommendation Files

1. Persons Cleared Worksheets

DISPOSITION: Maintain on site for ten years or until end of litigation, whichever is later. Following this action, retire to WNRC. Destroy in 2023.

2. Persons Referred for Further Action

DISPOSITION: Permanent. Maintain on site for ten years or until end of litigation, whichever is later. Following this action, transfer to the National Archives.

F. Press Stories and Comment

1. Newsclippings

DISPOSITION: Permanent. Maintain on site for ten years or until end of litigation, whichever is later. Following this action, transfer to the National Archives.

2. Video Tape

DISPOSITION: Permanent. Maintain on site for ten years or until end of litigation, whichever is later. Following this action, transfer to the National Archives.

NOTE: National Archives Staff will have the authority to apply the General Records Schedules and/or destroy duplicate items during archival processing.